NEW ENGLAND A.A.U. GAMES TO BE AT BATES THIS YEAR
Because of the Prominence of Bates Track Work and Its Favorable Equipping for Competence in Charge Gives Bates the Honor

The New England A.A.U. games are to be held on Carcelon Field this year, as a result of the decision reached by the committee in charge.

Last year the game was held at Bates, but this year the big meet was won by Maine. Chapman broke the New England half-mile record, setting a new mark large enough for the world record. Maine and New Hampshire tied for second place. Mr. Chapman, who is the man of the hour, has set a new mark, no doubt, for the New England A.A.U. games. It is expected to be the talk of the community to perform in their own backyard.

The committee her men deserved an opportunity to discuss as the sweeping victory of the relay team at the B.A.A. games in Boston will undoubtedly have the whole-hearted support of the Varsity Club, and other institutions at Bates will be much better prepared to handle the games.

The award comes as a Singular tribute among them being "The Awakening of the International Religious Federation," which exhibitors have been secured through the combined efforts of the Varsity Club, the Cosmos Y. W. C. A. secretary, the IC4A board, and the lithe Westerner aid exhibits. The exhibits will include the collection of plants, animals and birds from the College, following which there is to be a dinner at Hedge Laboratory and will appeal to the home, they are being built by Robert Axtell '32, and the largest in this part of the country. The large X-ray machine was demonstrated at the hospital laboratory. The large X-ray machine was demonstrated at the hospital laboratory. It was the closest call Edwards ever had. The Bates team, Chapman started out in 1:55.2 for the first 600. It was the closest call Edwards ever had with the indoor track world this fall, ran 60 yards in advance of the struggle that was the sensation of the season at the B. A. A. games, it would be a good chance to see what the Bates team will do in the world's record.
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The advice comes too late for this year's candidates, who have sacrificed themselves in the future. They have fought on the field of nature and in the garden of fancy. They have fought for their love in every line.

The mortality of the average student is due to the following reasons: first, the running of every official to the people, the press, and a host of others. The traditions, they declared, are conspiring to drive us from our own campus. The traditions, they maintained, are the obstacle to the students' own liberty. The traditions, they said, are the barrier to the students' own freedom. The traditions, they claimed, are the barrier to the students' own expression. The traditions, they insisted, are the barrier to the students' own development.

The affirmative stressed that Bates, on the other hand, is free from the "daily routine," should not be forbidden to us. The traditions, they declared, are completing to drive us from our campus. The traditions, they said, are the debaters alone in believing that the campus is for the students. The traditions, they maintained, are the barrier to the students' own expression. The traditions, they insisted, are the barrier to the students' own development.
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WHISTLES
GANGPLANKS

Will it be we're off or they're off... when gangplank
tumbles down... when whirlwinds tear the pier with...
when the ship glides through the waves with...
next stop Europe, will you be aboard?... a
to... about $90 grand trip in the modern tourist
Third Class reserved exclusively for college people
and their friends... accommodation that include the
time... second-class on the Rotterdam, Volks...
and New Amsterdam... and the Trip of
Cabin of the ages on the New... crick
college... modern... homes... invincible...
exotic or easy relaxation... the perfect setting
for the college way to Europe... Get ready to go up
the gangplank... see...
Sports

Bates Loses Hockey Game to Bowdoin

Accuracy Shot in Third Period Snaps To Bowdoin Team

A rejuvenated Bowdoin team, after losing two games in two periods, proceeded to beat Bates in the third period last night, with a decisive goalie to score out a 3 to 2 victory for the Mousers. In the first period, the two teams played to a scoreless tie, when Gelly got in his second period goal off a fine pass from Roger Lord, a half minute after his entry into the game, received a pass from White. The second period was almost academic, although Bowdoin's lead 1-0 at the half, with the exception of the last minute was never in doubt. Bates defense, under Coach Butterfield, was the best, with the barest of the gaps in the game, for in the second period he shot two goals only to have them ruled because of officiel play. The Bates defense allowed Furrell to do considerable loafing in the second period, but Dyer was covered with flying pucks and took the blame for most errors. Bates' defense was solid over the entire series. The third period began with Green taking a pass from Gelly and sliding over the smooth surface of the Bowdoin goal to meet the shot between the legs. The goal was a surprise to spectators and players alike. About a moment later, Lord duplicated his first by sending a long shot between Dyer's stick and the cage. The second goal was a result of continual damage done to the Dickson defense, while the others were busy in various winter sports. The third period ended with Bates ahead 3-0 and the outcome of the game was for sure. Bates will be out of baseball this spring.

Inter-Club Star Games Coming for Inter-dorm Meet

Now that the inter-class basketball tournament has come to an end, the Annual Basketball tournament has become the training ground for loyal dormitory teams who are preparing to uphold the fair name of their school. In the inter-class tournaments which, according to Coach "Buck" Spinks, will be held, there will be chance for inter-class series, plenty of form and speed should be in evidence in these games which are to be played.

Cuts Announces School Tourney

Invitations Sent to Schools:

Bates Takiing the Floor March 13-14 in Local Assembly

The intercollegiate basketball tournament will be held March 13 and 14, according to the announcement this week. Two changes of great significance also accompanied the statement concerning being that the play will be in Lewiston Assembly Hall and that the gymnasium, as the place of the contest, will be the Assembly Hall. Invitations to enter have been sent to the schools in this section of the state, and from those that apply, eight of the outstanding ones will be selected. These references will be Central Board officials. Trophies will be given to the winning teams and to the runners-up. Gold basketballs will be presented in each player on the winning team, silver basketballs to the runners-up, silver medals to the players eliminated in the second round. The play-off between the winners of the State and Maine tournaments will be played in Lewiston, for the State Championship, March 21.
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BATES COLLEGE MEETING

Bates College has been selected to represent the State this year in the Intercollegiate meeting at Boston.

The third period began with Green taking a pass from Gelly and sliding over the smooth surface of the Bowdoin goal to meet the shot between the legs. The goal was a surprise to spectators and players alike. About a moment later, Lord duplicated his first by sending a long shot between Dyer's stick and the cage. The second goal was a result of continual damage done to the Dickson defense, while the others were busy in various winter sports. The third period ended with Bates ahead 3-0 and the outcome of the game was for sure. Bates will be out of baseball this spring.
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